AQIP Project Team on Cultural / Behavioral Readiness

Notes for January 19, 2011

In Attendance: Robert Matthews, Clarence Jennings, Steve Robinson, Brian Ivory, Lori Hancock (Guest). Sherry Weeder, Elizabeth Connelly, Delores Deen, Amy Fugate, Chris Engle, Shelia Swyrtek

Absent: Scott Jenkins, Candice Pickins, Terrence Stewart

1. Check-in – completed.

2. "What are you hearing around campus?" – Robert mentioned CNN segment on Tuscon, Pima CC and behavioral assessment process; Clarence mentioned that several people have noted that MMC students "are back"; it was noted there are 408 MMC students currently; Steve noted that over the past 10 years that the demographics of MMC students has changed (e.g., 9th graders now entering).

3. Notes / Communications

A. Notes from December 13th Meeting – Reviewed.

B. Emails re: Meeting Availability (Pickens 2, Connelly, Stewart, Parillo) – Reviewed. It was also noted that Tammy Parillo should be removed from future e-mails and listing of Team membership. The Team would like a replacement from the Public Safety area going into the future.

C. Email from Clarence Jennings re: Union Presidents Meeting / Dick Shaink – see below (4-C)

D. Email from Sherry Bradish re: article from Education Week on nonacademic success – Reviewed.

E. Email from Larry Juchartz re: student behavior assessment committees – Reviewed.

F. Notes from Angela Reeves re: MCCSSA Conference and code of conduct – Reviewed.


4. Other Business


B. Update: Presentation on AQIP presented to faculty on January 5th – Reviewed.
C. **Email from Clarence Jennings re:** Union Presidents Meeting / Dick Shaink – Clarence mentioned that the behavior of MMC students was discussed for an hour at a recent Union President's meeting with Dr. Shaink, who suggested MMC be represented on this AQIP committee; discussed need for EC to discuss the MMC qualitative data and proceed from there; noted that in the qualitative data, that MMC student issues were clearly more severe and created separate issue categories than for Mott Students (e.g., sexual behavior, vulgarity, destruction of property like bathrooms); mentioned that MMC issue in the future be addressed separately than this committee; mentioned that it would be good to involve MMC staff in the Developing a Plan for Improvement stage; general sense to 'not' add a new team member mid-stream.

5. **New Business**

A. **Staff Survey on Campus Civility Quantitative Results** – Lori Hancock – Reviewed.

B. **Student Survey on Campus Civility Quantitative Results** – Lori Hancock – Reviewed.

C. **Student / Staff / Faculty Surveys on Campus Civility Qualitative Results** – Steve Robinson – Reviewed; Steve noted hard work the "affinity mappers" completed on January 12th, that he and Sherry R. spent considerable time organizing, coding and cataloguing all qualitative comments; discussed process and rationale for removing specific names; noted the especially fed-up, frustrated, visceral comments came from the student responses; Steve noted the first 16 pages are comments related to classroom, remaining pages to outside the classroom comments; talked about how current format of comments useful to access when focusing on a specific "thematic content" area in the future (e.g., hallway behavior); Steve cautioned the limits of looking at these qualitative responses from a purely quantitative point of view.

D. **Activity:** Affinity Mapping by entire team of qualitative categories – did not start / complete.

E. **Return to Dr. Shaink Request (Item 4-C)** – after Amy Fugate arrived, solicited her thoughts on adding a MMC person to the AQIP committee; discussed need to separate out MMC comments and present to MMC in a separate forum; concluded not a good strategy to bring on new person to this Team midstream; discussed need, however, to replace Tammy Parillo with a representative from Public Safety.

F. **Future AQIP presentations / focus groups?** – discussed future presentations, however, determined it important to first make sense of all qualitative/quantitative data collected to this point.

**Set Next Meeting Time and Date** – set for February 16, from 4:00 until 5:30 pm.

7. **Adjournment**